
Is  Israel  a  Threat  to  the  West? 
 

 

The influence of Israel in the World is enormous. This review tries to uncover this 

influence and speculates, from where it may originate. First it must be known that I am 

totally immune to claims of anti-Semitism, generally raised by some racists (Zionists) in 

connection to negative reports on Israel [1]. I expect it to occur and am, if necessary, 

prepared for arguing against it [2]. 

Israeli Influence 

Recently, the Goldstone-Report [3], documenting Israeli war-crimes under the second 

Gaza War (the Israeli call it Operation Cast Lead) [4], focused awareness of the 

tremendous influence the tiny Jewish population exerts in various countries of the world. 

At worst is USA, where 90% of the politicians of the Congress have been bribed and 

enjoy luxurious family-holidays in Israel [5], so that in questions relating to the tiny 

nation and its neighbours USA has ceased to exist as an independent nation. Since some 

decades, the US delivers a veto to all resolutions not approved by its masters, and even 

previous binding resolutions are simply neglected when Israel feels it appropriate 

(resolutions also involving Israel are partially neglected, e.g. the one that ended its 

second Lebanon war in 2006 [6]; Israel keeps the whole city of Ghajar and the Sheba 

farms at Mt. Hermon and Israeli fighters violate the border daily). Also Canada and 

Australia have tendencies in direction of the same prostitution as the USA and thus 

belongs to the ‘Goldstone-Deniers’ (Rivero’s analogy to Holocaust-denial). 

 The European devotion to Israel is less clear. In different countries of Europe, 

various questions of loyalty to Israel are met with different answers with Norway (a non-

EU member) being least and Germany being mostly dancing to their tune. After the 

before-mentioned slaughter against Lebanon, where also several war-crimes were 

committed, the masters-of-destruction received a symbolic naval help from some 

European countries to prevent the Lebanese Hezbollah from rearming, while Israel could 

replenish their weapons – including cluster bombs, white phosphorous and depleted 

uranium containing bunker-blasting bombs – from the US within hours. Fortunately, 

Hezbollah does not get their supplies over the sea and has in the meantime also 

prepared for the war. A recent ‘discovery’ – a ship hijacked by the pirates in International 

waters by the pirates [7], was probably an Israeli hoax, aimed at creating sympathy by 

doubters after the Goldstone debacle. 

 Israel has also found sympathizers among NATO, which has invited their navy for 

joint exercises, also involving Georgia and Ukraine. 

Israeli Aggression 

Since 1967, the following countries have felt the criminal energy of this state: All 

neighbours (shall we consider Palestine a neighbour or a colony?), i.e. Lebanon, Syria, 

Egypt and Jordan, but also Tunis and Iraq and even US [8] were attacked. Several 

nations have felt Israel’s territorial disrespect in connection with, e.g. Vanunu’s 

kidnapping in Rome. Israel’s Mossad [9] has also left a stinking trace in connection with 

recent terror-acts in New York [10] and London [11] – not what you would expect from a 
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friend and ally but rather from a blackmailer. Iran has for 5 years been threatened with 

war, but so far it has been a war of words [12]. 

A Democracy of the Mid-East? 

Israel enjoys the label ‘the only democracy in the Middle-East.’ This is completely 

undeserved. Within the borders of the ‘Greater Israel,’ four casts can be identified, 

among whom only the first enjoys full and the second limited civil rights.  

 The first cast consists of the Jews (any son or daughter to a Jewish mother is 

welcome as a citizen) and includes the currently ~300,000 settlers, predominantly living 

on stolen ground outside the 1948-67 borders.  

 The second cast consist of Arabs and Bedouins, making up 20% of the genuine 

Israeli population. These were descendants (or still living) of the original population, 

which were for some obscure reason not expulsed in the first wave of ethnic cleansing in 

1947-48 [13]. They have the right to vote (and are fortunately not trusted in the army) 

but are usually given no building permit and have undoubtedly a minor social position 

than the dominant race.  

 The third cast are foreigners who are generally imported to do the hard work, in 

order to avoid employing Arab workers. They have no rights and usually a limited permit 

to stay, but for that duration (unless they become seriously ill), they are not treated as 

bad as the ones in the fourth and lowest cast. 

 To that belong, of course, the population of the in 1967 occupied areas, first of all 

the Palestinians in the West Bank (which includes East-Jerusalem) and Gaza, but also the 

Syrians in the Golan Heights (some of whom jumped to the second cast by accepting 

Israeli citizenship). The Palestinians are subject to all kind of unjust treatment, for which 

seldom any is punished. Recently, a Jewish terrorist was caught, to which Haaretz 

ironically commented, “Teitel’s fatal error was turning on other Jews. Had he been 

satisfied with acts of murder against the Palestinian population, he would never have 

been caught” [14]. Building licences, presented in high speed to settlers, are never 

issued to members of the fourth cast – and that now for more than 42 years. But even 

an old building may suddenly feel a bulldozer (Caterpillar, Volvo or Hyundai) – even 

centuries old mosques (time to ask for the building permit of the Western Wall). The list 

of sufferings of the Palestinian population is long and supplemented daily. 

 In Israel only, several elected parliamentarians, mayors and even ministers were 

imprisoned without any charge in 2006. In the beginning of November 6 of the originally 

more than 60 representatives were released, but 15 of them still remain in Israeli jails. 

Since the fall of the apartheid system in South Africa, Israel remains worldwide the 

leading racist dictated society. So much for the selected ‘democracy’ (not considering 

Turkey and Lebanon). 

The Israeli Capacity  

If not simple sympathy (in spite of the before-mentioned aggressions and racism) and 

corruption is behind the broad support, the state of Israel enjoys, it must be a sort of 

blackmailing, about which the public, of course, is kept in ignorance. It is therefore 

difficult to prove the existence of such, but I feel an obligation to consider the possibility. 

 Israel is now in possession of a large deposit of nuclear war-heads, estimated to 

200-400 in number. Moreover, they possess of vehicles to transfer the deadly load far 

away, thus threatening every country in the world. These vehicles consist of the Dolphin-

submarines that were partly presented, partly bought at discount prices from Germany 

and later remodelled in San Diego for nuclear missiles. Acknowledging Israel’s preference 

for false-flag actions, these submarines can also be used for an attack on an ally with 

conventional weapons, e.g. an American warship in the Persian Gulf, claiming to the 

world that the Iranians have attacked. 
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Outspoken Threats  

The problem is that if indeed existent, the threats are not served in open. The outspoken 

threats do not originate from official sides. An Israeli-Dutch historician, M. Van Crefeld, 

said in 2003: “We possess several hundred atomic warheads and rockets and can launch 

them at targets in all directions, perhaps even at Rome. Most European capitals are 

targets for our air force.” And later, “We have the capability to take the world down with 

us. And I can assure you that that will happen, before Israel goes under.” [15] He then 

quoted the late general Moshe Dayan: “Israel must be like a mad dog, too dangerous to 

bother.” 

Conclusion 

Asking why the world bows the head to Israel in spite of its racist behaviour and 

immense war-crimes, I am missing an explanation short of virtual corruption and 

sympathy can only be limited to those, who are blind to their atrocities. That leaves by 

indirect consideration only blackmail, for which there are only few and weak indices. 

However, Israel is in possession of ways and means for such actions. 

 Which consequences should have? Digging further, especially among old statesmen, 

may bring more evidence to this largely speculative claim. Then let the wild masses 

decide! 
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